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The trade network The trade network 
«« !"$ !"$»»
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The trade network The trade network «« !"$ !"$»» is a retail network,is a retail network,
which includes 5 supermarkets in Saintwhich includes 5 supermarkets in Saint--PetersburgPetersburg

1998 year 1998 year –– Beginning working in the retail businessBeginning working in the retail business
Was opened first supermarket in format near Was opened first supermarket in format near ««househouse»»

2003 year 2003 year –– The first supermarket of premium class was opened The first supermarket of premium class was opened 
in the in the ««VladimirskiyVladimirskiy passagepassage»»

2005 year 2005 year -- The second supermarket of premium class was The second supermarket of premium class was 
opened in the warehouse opened in the warehouse ««Miller CentreMiller Centre»»

2006 year 2006 year -- The third supermarket of premium class was opened The third supermarket of premium class was opened 
in the trade and exhibition complex in the trade and exhibition complex ««Garden CityGarden City»»

2010 year 2010 year -- The fourth supermarket of premium class was opened The fourth supermarket of premium class was opened 
in the elite dwelling complex in the elite dwelling complex ««Olympic countrysideOlympic countryside»»
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Company’s history
CompanyCompany’’s historys history
Our company was found up in Our company was found up in 
SaintSaint--Petersburg (Russia) in 1993, Petersburg (Russia) in 1993, 
and works in building and turnkey and works in building and turnkey 
contract spherecontract sphere
We have been working in complex We have been working in complex 
service sector of trade business service sector of trade business 
since 1995since 1995

1998 year 1998 year –– was opened supermarket networkwas opened supermarket network
«« !"$ !"$»» in Saintin Saint--PetersburgPetersburg
2001 year 2001 year -- was opened subsidiary in Yekaterinburgwas opened subsidiary in Yekaterinburg
2002 year 2002 year -- was opened subsidiary in Voronezhwas opened subsidiary in Voronezh
2004 year 2004 year -- was opened subsidiary in Kiev (Ukraine)was opened subsidiary in Kiev (Ukraine)
2005 year 2005 year -- was opened subsidiary in Moscow,was opened subsidiary in Moscow,
Kazan, Krasnoyarsk, SamaraKazan, Krasnoyarsk, Samara
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CompanyCompany’’s founderss founders

DemchenkoDemchenko JuliaJulia
deputy general directordeputy general director

KonstantinovKonstantinov StanislavStanislav
general directorgeneral director
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Concentration of workingConcentration of working
in premium segmentin premium segment

-- wide and unique assortment wide and unique assortment ««All world in your basketAll world in your basket»»
-- quality and freshness of presented  assortmentquality and freshness of presented  assortment
-- high level of service, individual approach for every customerhigh level of service, individual approach for every customer
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Employees of the trade Employees of the trade 
network network «« !"$ !"$»»

800 employees are working in the trade network 800 employees are working in the trade network «« !"$ !"$»»
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NetworkNetwork’’s executive personnel s executive personnel –– 55 employees55 employees

General DirectorGeneral Director
of the trade network of the trade network «« !"$ !"$»»

ShtromShtrom IliaIlia

Unit ManagerUnit Manager
of the trade network of the trade network «« !"$ !"$»»

MukovninaMukovnina NataliyaNataliya

Commercial ManagerCommercial Manager
of the trade network of the trade network «« !"$ !"$»»

AndronikovaAndronikova SvetlanaSvetlana

Chief Financial OfficerChief Financial Officer
of the trade network of the trade network «« !"$ !"$»»

ProkopenkoProkopenko ElenaElena

Deputy General DirectorDeputy General Director
of the trade network of the trade network «« !"$ !"$»»

ZhelezogloZhelezoglo OlesyaOlesya
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Business partners of the trade network Business partners of the trade network «« !"$ !"$»»
-- more than 500 suppliers of goods in Saintmore than 500 suppliers of goods in Saint--PeterburgPeterburg
-- more than 20 companies in Moscow, which sell goods to out trademore than 20 companies in Moscow, which sell goods to out trade networknetwork
-- vendor contract on goods with Italian company vendor contract on goods with Italian company ««MediactivaMediactiva S.R.L.S.R.L.»» (Italy)(Italy)
-- active collaboration with a number of Finnish companiesactive collaboration with a number of Finnish companies

Assortment policy of the trade network Assortment policy of the trade network «« !"$ !"$»»
-- more than 22 000 descriptions of goods are sold by more than 22 000 descriptions of goods are sold by «« !"$ !"$»»
-- from them 2 500 descriptions are assortment from them 2 500 descriptions are assortment -- FRESHFRESH
-- production from domestic manufacture production from domestic manufacture –– 1500 description1500 description
-- production from farm, which located in Leningrad Region (milk, production from farm, which located in Leningrad Region (milk, curds, meat)curds, meat)
-- production BIO from Germany, Italy, Belgium (juices, jams, cannproduction BIO from Germany, Italy, Belgium (juices, jams, canned vegetables, ed vegetables, 

paste, cookies, flour, small loaves (of bread), tea, coffee)paste, cookies, flour, small loaves (of bread), tea, coffee)
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II . . Supermarket Supermarket «« !"$ !"$»» in format near in format near ««HouseHouse»»
Prospect Prospect EngelsaEngelsa, 111/1, 111/1

IIII . . Supermarket Supermarket «« !"$ !"$»» of the premium classof the premium class
in the warehouse in the warehouse ««VladimirskiyVladimirskiy passagepassage»»

VladimirskiyVladimirskiy prospect, 19prospect, 19

Supermarkets of the trade network Supermarkets of the trade network «« !"$ !"$»»::

IIIIII . Supermarket . Supermarket «« !"$ !"$»» of the premium classof the premium class
in the warehouse in the warehouse ««Miller CenterMiller Center»»

prospect prospect IspitateleyIspitateley, 30/2, 30/2

IVIV . Supermarket . Supermarket «« !"$ !"$»» of the premium class in the tradeof the premium class in the trade
and exhibition complex and exhibition complex ««Garden CityGarden City»»

LachtinskiyLachtinskiy prospect, 85prospect, 85

V . Supermarket V . Supermarket «« !"$ !"$»» of the premium class on of the premium class on KrestovskiyKrestovskiy OstrovOstrov
in the elite dwelling complex in the elite dwelling complex ««Olympic countrysideOlympic countryside»»

VyazovayaVyazovaya street, 10street, 10
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Supermarket Supermarket «« !"$ !"$»» in format near in format near ««HouseHouse»»
Prospect Prospect EngelsaEngelsa, 111/1, 111/1

-- was opened in 1998was opened in 1998
-- was reconstructed in 2008was reconstructed in 2008
-- Italian equipment from Italian equipment from 

concern concern ««ArnegArneg»» (Italy)(Italy)

AREA: 743AREA: 743,80 ,80 mm22

-- trade space 210 trade space 210 mm22

-- employees 63employees 63
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Supermarket Supermarket «« !"$ !"$»» of the premium classof the premium class
in the warehouse in the warehouse ««VladimirskiyVladimirskiy passagepassage»»
VladimirskiyVladimirskiy prospect, 19prospect, 19

-- was opened in 2003was opened in 2003
-- was reconstructed in 2008was reconstructed in 2008
-- Italian equipment fromItalian equipment from
concern concern ««ArnegArneg»» (Italy)(Italy)
AuthorAuthor’’s designs design

AREA: 1654AREA: 1654 mm22

-- trade space 1286 trade space 1286 mm22

-- employees 208employees 208
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Supermarket Supermarket «« !"$ !"$»» of the premium class in of the premium class in 
the warehouse the warehouse ««Miller CenterMiller Center»»

prospect prospect IspitateleyIspitateley, 30/2, 30/2
-- was opened in 2005was opened in 2005
-- Italian equipment fromItalian equipment from
concern concern ««ArnegArneg»» (Italy)(Italy)
AuthorAuthor’’s designs design

AREA: AREA: 3232,62 3232,62 mm22

-- trade space 1433 mtrade space 1433 m22

-- employees 139employees 139
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Supermarket Supermarket «« !"$ !"$»» of the premium class in the tradeof the premium class in the trade
and exhibition complex and exhibition complex ««Garden CityGarden City»»

LachtinskiyLachtinskiy prospect, 85prospect, 85

-- was opened in 2005was opened in 2005
-- Italian equipment from Italian equipment from 

concern concern ««ArnegArneg»» (Italy)(Italy)
AuthorAuthor’’s designs design

AREA: AREA: 2356 2356 %%22

-- trade space 1600 mtrade space 1600 m22

-- employees 149employees 149
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Supermarket Supermarket «« !"$ !"$»» of the premium class on of the premium class on KrestovskiyKrestovskiy OstrovOstrov
in the elite dwelling complex in the elite dwelling complex ««Olympic countrysideOlympic countryside»»

VyazovayaVyazovaya street, 10street, 10

-- was opened in 2010was opened in 2010
-- Italian equipment from concern Italian equipment from concern 

««ArnegArneg»» (Italy)(Italy)
-- Gastronomic line of refrigeration Gastronomic line of refrigeration 

equipment equipment BelgradoBelgrado from from concerconcer
««ArnegArneg»» (Italy)(Italy)

-- Specialized wine roomSpecialized wine room
AuthorAuthor’’s designs design
AREA: AREA: 763,40 763,40 mm22

-- trade space 480 trade space 480 mm22

-- employees 95employees 95
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Supermarkets Supermarkets «« !"$ !"$»» have distinctive feature have distinctive feature –– ««Relaxation areasRelaxation areas»». . 
Relaxation areas are small comfortable coffee housesRelaxation areas are small comfortable coffee houses
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SupermarketsSupermarkets’’ «« !"$ !"$»» customers can:customers can:
-- buy unique goodsbuy unique goods
-- buy FRESHbuy FRESH
-- make their purchasing with comfortmake their purchasing with comfort
-- enjoy walking to our shopenjoy walking to our shop
-- relax with cup of strong aromatic coffeerelax with cup of strong aromatic coffee
-- have a drink of wine with your friendshave a drink of wine with your friends
-- order real Italian pizza on thin pastryorder real Italian pizza on thin pastry
-- taste dishes own preparationtaste dishes own preparation
-- regale yourselves with cakes regale yourselves with cakes «« !"$ !"$»»
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Domestic manufacture of the trade network Domestic manufacture of the trade network «« !"$ !"$»»::
-- 115500 descriptions of goods00 descriptions of goods
-- refined saladsrefined salads
-- dishes of Korean kitchendishes of Korean kitchen
-- hot disheshot dishes
-- frozen semifrozen semi--manufactured articles (meat dumplings, dumplings,manufactured articles (meat dumplings, dumplings,
fruit dumplings, pancakes)fruit dumplings, pancakes)
-- cakes from chief pastry cookcakes from chief pastry cook
-- bake (pies, patties)bake (pies, patties)
-- cookery and confectionery to ordercookery and confectionery to order
-- dispatches to clients, which includes other networks of supermadispatches to clients, which includes other networks of supermarketsrkets
-- rendering consulting service, which includes launchingrendering consulting service, which includes launching
and organization of productionand organization of production
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Development of a new business Development of a new business 
sector Trade house sector Trade house «« !"$ !"$»»

Own import foodsOwn import foods
Italy:Italy: pasta, canned vegetables and fruits, sauces, drinks, coffee, olpasta, canned vegetables and fruits, sauces, drinks, coffee, olive oil, balsamic ive oil, balsamic 

vinegar, chocolate, nougat, cookies, wads, meat delicacies, cheevinegar, chocolate, nougat, cookies, wads, meat delicacies, cheesesses
Finland:Finland: tea, mineral water, drinks, canned vegetables and fruits, grocetea, mineral water, drinks, canned vegetables and fruits, grocery, meat ry, meat 

delicacies, frozen semidelicacies, frozen semi--manufactured articlesmanufactured articles
Europe:Europe: conservation, cheeses, grocery, frozen semiconservation, cheeses, grocery, frozen semi--manufactured articlesmanufactured articles
Supermarkets of the trade network are saturated by unique assortSupermarkets of the trade network are saturated by unique assortment.ment.
Distribution:Distribution:
-- SaintSaint--PetersburgPetersburg
-- MoscowMoscow
-- Russian FederationsRussian Federations’’ RegionsRegions
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The trade network of supermarkets The trade network of supermarkets «« !"$ !"$»»
actively examine offers of collaboration for actively examine offers of collaboration for 
production delivery for manufacturing work production delivery for manufacturing work 

under own commercial grade.under own commercial grade.


